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Introduction
Hosting resources in the cloud
results into a shared responsibility between cloud provider and
customer. In particular the responsibility for all security aspects is now shared. Moreover,
as all cloud customers use the
same resources, the infrastructure is shared among multiple
tenants, which may be competitors. Hence proper isolation of
cloud customers becomes of crucial importance for acceptance of
cloud offerings.
With the TrustedInfrastructure
Cloud we provide the following
key properties:
Trust in remote resources is
established by building on top of
Trusted Computing technologies,
providing verifiable integrity of
the remote components.

Figure 1: A TrustedInfrastructre Cloud running VMs of different tenants TVDs
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(like an ssh-shell). In Figure 2 the
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data is encrypted and there are
no administrators with elevated
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With Trusted Virtual Domains
(TVD) we provide trustworthy
isolation of virtual computing,
storage and networking resources as well as pervasive information flow control. TVDs are
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Where To Find TrustedInfrastructure Cloud?
http://www.sirrix.com

Further Information
Further information about TrustedInfrastructure Cloud can be found
in “D2.1.1—Technical Requirements
and Architecture for Privacyenhanced and Resilient Trusted
Clouds” and “D2.3.1— Requirements, Analysis, and Design of Security Management”.

Figure 2: Architecture of a TrustedServer

architecture of a TrustedServer is
presented in more details. The
security kernel comprises the isolation kernel and the hypervisor
to provide isolation between virtual machines and a set of security services managing TVDs, file
encryption, VPN, remote attestation and the TMC.

Trusted Virtual Domains
Trusted Virtual Domains (TVD)
[2] allow the deployment of isolated virtual infrastructures upon
shared computing and networking resources. By default, different TVDs are isolated from each
other.
Communication is restricted to
virtual machines within the same
TVD and data at rest is encrypted
by a TVD specific key. Remote
communication between compo-

the same TVD key, are able to
communicate and decrypt data.
A TrustedServer can simultaneously run various VMs attached
to different TVDs. Figure 1 illustrates that each tenant runs his
own set of TVDs, ensuring isolation of tenants. A single tenant
can also run distinct TVDs (cf.
Tenant A), to isolate domains
within an organisation.
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